Contest Rules
Discover Argentina with the Terrazas de los Andes Winery (the "Contest")
February 4-March 31, 2019 (the "Duration of the Contest")

1. Contest description
The Contest Discover Argentina with Terrazas de Los Andes Winery is
being held by participating restaurants of Groupe Antonopoulos and Terrazas
de Los Andes. It will be held exclusively in Quebec from February 4 to
March 31, 2019. The Contest features the chance to win a trip to Argentina.
List of participating restaurants:
- Maggie Oakes
- Vieux-Port Steakhouse
- Méchant Bœuf
- Brasserie 701
- Verses Bistro
2. Terms and conditions
There are two ways of entering the Contest:
1) Entry with no purchase required: participants must send a letter explaining
why they would like to travel to Argentina. The letter should be sent to 425 SaintJean Baptiste, Suite 200, Montreal, Quebec, H2Y 2Z7. An entry code will then
be sent to them.
2) Entry with purchase: obtain one chance to win with any purchase; obtain two
chances to win with the purchase of a glass of Terrazas wine; and obtain five
chances to win with the purchase of a bottle of Terrazas wine. Unique entry
codes are available exclusively at the participating restaurants.
Coupons with unique entry codes will be available in the participating
restaurants from February 4 to March 31, 2019.
To be eligible for the prize draw, participants must record their unique entry
codes on the following website (concoursargentine.com) prior to April 1, 2019
(24:00 Eastern time).
A random prize draw will be held from among all eligible entries received
between February 4 and April 1, 2019. The draw will take place on
April 4, 2019 at 2:00 PM at Groupe Antonopoulos headquarters (425 SaintJean Baptiste, Suite 200, Montreal). The winner will be contacted by telephone
within four days following the random prize draw.

3. Eligibility
This Contest is open to all Quebec residents aged 18 or older. The following
individuals are not eligible: owners, employees, agents, partners and
representatives of Groupe Antonopoulos establishments or their advertising
and promotional agencies. In addition, those individuals' immediate family
members (fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, children), legal or common-law
spouses and all persons with whom Groupe Antonopoulos's employees,
representatives and agents reside during this Contest or at the time of the prize
draw are not eligible.
To register, you must provide a unique entry code, in addition to your full name,
telephone number, postal code, email address and birthdate. Incomplete entry
forms will be automatically rejected.
Disputes concerning the organization or administration of a publicity Contest
may be submitted to Quebec's Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux
(RACJ) for resolution purposes. Disputes concerning prize allocation may also
be submitted to the RACJ for resolution purposes.
Refusal to accept the prize will release Groupe Antonopoulos and its partners
from all prize-related obligations.
The prize winner releases Groupe Antonopoulos and its partners and publicity
and promotional agencies, as well as their employees, agents and
representatives, from any liability for any damages that the prize winner may
suffer as a result of accepting or using the prize.
The Contest Organizers reserve the right, at their sole discretion, to modify,
cancel, terminate or suspend this Contest in whole or in part in the event that
any unauthorized human intervention or any other cause out of the organizers'
control compromises or affects the administration, security, impartiality or
normal operation of the Contest. In that case, no liability may be attributed to
the Contest Organizers.
Entry forms are the property of Groupe Antonopoulos and will not be returned
to the participants at any time. No communications or correspondence will be
exchanged with the participants, with the exception of the person whose name
is drawn.
For the purposes of these Contest Rules, "participant" means the person whose
name appears on the entry form. The prize will only be awarded to that person
if he or she is selected and declared the winner.
4. Prize award method
The prize will be awarded to the winner after he or she has signed the release
form following the random prize draw on April 4, 2019 from among all eligible
entries received. The approximate value of the prize is CAD$4,000. The
chances of winning depend on the number of entries received. Prizes may not

be substituted, redeemed for cash or transferred. The winner will be contacted
by telephone. In the event that the winner does not answer, a message will be
left announcing that he or she is the winner.
Before being declared the winner, the selected person must sign the
declaration and liability waiver form, which will be provided by the Contest
Organizers, and must return it to the Contest Organizers within five days of
receipt.
If any of the terms and conditions set out in these Contest Rules are not
complied with, the selected person will be disqualified and a new prize draw will
be held in accordance with these Contest Rules until such time as a participant
has been selected and declared the winner.
The winner will have until March 31, 2020, to claim his or her prize. The winner
must contact the company's authorized representative regarding all
arrangements for the trip. After that date, the prize will be null and void.
5. Prize description
The winner will receive:
A gift certificate in the amount of $3,500 redeemable for one (1) trip for two
(2) people:
-

Two (2) return airline tickets (Montreal-Buenos AiresMontreal) in economy class.

-

Accommodation for three (3) nights for two (2) people in a
selected 4-star hotel.
Two (2) return airline tickets (Buenos Aires-Mendoza-Buenos
Aires) in economy class to visit the Terrazas de Los Andes winery.

-

A VIP experience at the Terrazas de los Andes winery for two (2) people
($500 value):
- VIP tour of the Terrazas de los Andes winery.
- Product tasting.
- Accommodation for one (1) night directly at the winery.
Restrictions:
-

The departure and return dates must not coincide with any official
public holidays (Canadian, American or Argentine) and will depend
on availability.

-

The Contest Organizers must be informed of the winery tour date at
least 30 in advance.

The prize consists of the items specifically described herein and no other awards will
be made. The winner and his/her traveling companion must cover the following
expenses (this list is non-exhaustive):
-

Transportation expenses in Canada and Argentina, with the exception of
the airline tickets.
Accommodation expenses, with the exception of the overnight stays
mentioned.
All other trip-related expenses not included in the prize description.
All personal expenses.

The prize is valued at CAD$4,000.
6. General conditions
6.1. Before being declared the winner, the participant whose name is selected must
correctly answer a skill-testing mathematical question.
6.2. The winner must sign a certification and release form attesting to his or her
eligibility to participate in the Contest, in accordance with the conditions set out in
section 3 of these Contest Rules, and in which the winner consents to the use of
his/her name, likeness and/or voice without any compensation for Contest
promotion purposes. In addition, the winner releases Groupe Antonopoulos and its
affiliates, as well as their respective directors, officers and employees (the "Contest
Organizers") from any liability for any damages or losses that may stem from
participation in the Contest or from the allocation, acceptance or use of the prize
awarded.
Any person accompanying the winner must complete a certification and release
form in which he or she consents to the use of his/her name, likeness and/or voice
without any compensation for Contest promotion purposes. In addition, the person
accompanying the winner releases the Contest Organizers from any liability for any
damages or losses that may stem from use of the prize awarded to the winner.
6.3. Prizes must be accepted as offered and may not be exchanged, reimbursed,
sold or transferred. No substitutions will be made. Any unused portion of a prize
will be cancelled.
6.4. In the event that a prize cannot be supplied exactly as described herein, the
Contest Organizers reserve the right to offer a substitute prize or an item of
approximately the same value, at their sole discretion.
6.5. Refusal to accept a prize will release the Contest Organizers from any
obligation towards the winner.

6.6. Any false statements by a participant will automatically result in his or her
disqualification from the Contest.
6.7. The Contest Organizers will not be held liable for any losses, damages or
bodily injury of any kind, including without being limited to the following: i) entry
forms that are lost, stolen, delivered late, damaged, misdirected, destroyed,
illegible or incomplete; ii) loss, theft or loss of integrity of software or computer or
telephone data, including invasions of privacy; iii) fraudulent calls; iv) the inability
of any person to participate in the Contest for any reason whatsoever, including
errors involving mailing or email addresses, computer or telephone failures or any
other problems affecting the functioning of online computer systems, servers,
access providers, computer equipment or software; congestion problems on the
Internet or any other website, or any combination of the preceding factors; v)
damages caused to any person's computer equipment, including damages
resulting from the use or downloading of Contest-related content; vi) any delay or
inability to act due to an event or situation out of the Contest Organizers' control,
including strikes, lock-outs or any other labour conflicts at their establishment or at
those of organizations or companies whose services are used to hold the Contest;
or vii) the loss, breakage or misdelivery of prizes during transport.
6.8. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or any other form of social media, or any of their
officers and agents, will not be held liable in any way for the organization of the
Contest. The handling of personal information and materials provided in connection
with participation in the Contest is the sole responsibility of Groupe Antonopoulos.
However, with respect to participation via social media, all rules governing the use
of said media will apply.
6.9 Groupe Antonopoulos reserves the right to cancel or suspend the Contest if a
virus, bug or other factor outside of its reasonable control compromises the security
or proper administration of the Contest. Any attempt to intentionally damage a
website or to hinder the legitimate operation of the Contest constitutes a violation
of criminal and civil laws. As applicable, Groupe Antonopoulos reserves the right
to seek redress by any legal means at its disposal, including actions for damages
or under the Criminal Code.
6.10. The personal information provided by participants, including their names and
contact information, are collected for the sole purpose of administering this Contest
and will not be used for any other purpose without their consent.

Contest advertising
Obtain your unique entry code in participating restaurants and then register and
consult the Contest Rules on concoursargentine.com.
· Obtain one (1) chance of winning with any purchase in participating
restaurants.
· Obtain two (2) chances of winning with the purchase of a glass of
Terrazas de los Andes wine in participating restaurants.
· Obtain five (5) chances of winning with the purchase of a bottle of
Terrazas de los Andes wine in participating restaurants.
Prize description:
Trip for two (2) people
- Two (2) return airline tickets (Montreal-Buenos Aires-Montreal) in economy class.
- Accommodation for three (3) nights for two (2) people in a selected hotel.
- VIP tour of Terrazas de los Andes winery, including air transportation for two (2)
people and accommodation for one (1) night at the winery.
Total prize value: CAD$4,000.
A random prize draw will be held to determine a winner, who may be accompanied
by a person of his/her choice (the traveling companion must also be 18 years of age
or older).

